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The Private Terminal operators’ perspective 

Big Ships = big challenges for the supply chain 

Few questions…

ØAre port terminals already acting to  respond to the current and future 

challenges ?

ØAre terminals in big ports the only ones concerned by the impact of big ships ?

ØDoes investment constitute the sole response to the challenges resulting from

the increase of big ships ?



Port operations

Schematic view of a container terminal

(Meersmans & Dekker, 2001
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Interdependence of the actors of the maritime logistics chain

Source : Swiftly Green report 

Superstructure = Terminal operators  

Infrastructure =  Port authority/municipality

Private or industrial companies rent the infrastructure and invest in own 

superstructure including buildings (offices, sheds, warehouses, cranes, straddle 

carriers…etc)

Terminal Opertors are constantly investing 
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Interdependence of the actors of the maritime logistics chain
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Terminal Operators are investing, adapting and innovating to accommodate big ships 
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key success factors for an efficient and competitive maritime logistics chain

Time to make of the “Domino effect”, a “win win effect” ?

Time to get rid of the “Prisoner’s 

dilemma” curse ? 



A key success factor for an efficient and competitive maritime logistics chain
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Few thoughts as a conclusion 

One  word regarding the pitfalls to avoid when adressing the issue of Mega ships :

Worst case scenario would be :

Ø A reinforcement of the « Prisoner’s Dilemna » through fiercer competitive

behavior from some actors on the seaside and the landside

Ø Deployment of individual/silo strategies that worsen the situation

Ø Concentration of  solutions via few big ports 

Ø Investment is not driven by sustainable demand

And  what is going on in the Port of Antwerp….to face the coming challenges ?

Who said that ports are not proactive ?

Good signals to the private sector :

Inclusion of independent members representing industry and the private sector 

in the governance body of the port of Antwerp as from January 2016 

A good practice that should be inspiring more ports….

Next December 3rd, 2015, FEPORT will host in Brussels a stakeholders’ 

conference gathering 16 organizations of the logistics and supply chain. 

Few thoughts as a conclusion 

Another word regarding cooperation :



Thank you for you attention 


